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 ri : "vec"; int logiciel_ethcadre : "vec"; int logiciel_regis : "vec"; int caracter : "int"; { static int seed = random(1000000); } proc
gen_bio(int first, int second) { return ( first: the_caracter, second: the_logiciel_methocadri, the_logiciel_ethcadre,

the_logiciel_regis, the_caracter ); return ( rand(gen_bio(1,1)) ); } Reno, NV (May 11, 2008)—A new study from the University
of California, Davis (UC Davis) has found that a much larger share of the global population is negatively affected by food

security. Researchers from UC Davis, Pennsylvania State University (PSU), and the University of Guelph (Ontario, Canada)
report in a new paper that in order to achieve Food and Agriculture Organization of the United Nations (FAO)

recommendations on world food security, a third of the world’s population would have to be able to afford a low-cost, reliable
source of food. “If you want to get your country to the level of food security where at least 1,000 million people could be fed

without depending on food imports, then you need to make sure that no more than a third of the global population is
experiencing regular severe hunger,” said coauthor Brian Halweil of UC Davis. “The way to do that is by having everybody have
enough to eat, and if we want to make sure that people have that, we have to provide all of them with a secure source of food at

a reasonable price. That’s the best way we can ensure that they have the 82157476af
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